Irregular Verbs Worksheet

*Edit the following sentences to eliminate problems with irregular verbs.*
*If a sentence is correct, write “correct” after it.*

1. Because he wasn’t paying attention, Clark had *ate* too much candy.

2. The girl with the *broke* leg was seen by the doctor first.

3. The drive made me tired, so I *lied* down for a nap.

4. Cindy *seen* the circus act when they were in town last summer.

5. We stopped the *mail*, packed the car, and *begined* our vacation.

6. *The Star Spangled Banner* was *sang* at the beginning of the ball game.

7. The garbage *stank* after he added last night’s trash.

8. The phone had *rang* for a full 24 hours while the court case was active.

9. Oscar laid his hat on the counter when he returned from the store.

10. Many have seen a *shooting* star scuttle across the night sky.